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I. I NTRODUCTION AND M OTIVATION
For robots to effectively collaborate with humans in highstakes applications (e.g., autonomous driving), insights into
these autonomous systems’ capabilities and their limitations
are required [26, 18, 21]. Our work leverages explainable
AI (xAI) techniques to provide those insights, enabling more
fluent teaming and agent-to-human communication. While
most recent literature in robotics focuses on enabling robots
to adapt to their human teammates (e.g., imitation learning)
[1, 19], in this work, we focus on the converse, empowering
autonomous agents to be capable of manipulating and adapting
their teammates’ behavior during joint task execution.
One critical aspect for safe and effective collaboration between teammates is maintaining awareness over the collaborator’s mental model, enabling agents to reason about what their
teammate is likely to do or need [6]. While people are quite
skillful in this task, robots lack this intuition and capability.
As described in our survey on mental modeling techniques in
human-robot teaming [22], researchers have leveraged xAI for
knowledge sharing and expectation matching to achieve fluent
collaboration and improve shared awareness [3]. Explanations
enhance transparency and functionally help in the synchronization of expectation between the human and robot teams [2].
With this in mind, we pursue two research themes at the
intersection of xAI and human-robot interaction: RT1: Formulate and operationalize a framework for explainable robot
coaching within human-robot teaming scenarios to improve
shared awareness, RT2: Characterize and generate semantic
and visual modalities for robot explanation, and evaluate the
role of robot justification on mediating trust and eliciting
desired behavior within human-machine teams.
II. P RIOR W ORK
A. Semantic Explanations and Justifications
Framework for Robot Coaching and Justification. One of
our goals is to transform robots into competent coaches, using
explainable AI to establish shared mental models amongst
teammates. Therefore, we developed a novel robot coaching
framework called Reward Augmentation and Repair through
Explanation (RARE) [20]. The core functionality is as follows:
1) RARE infers the collaborator’s task understanding, estimating their reward function using Hidden Markov Models,
2) it identifies missing components of the reward function

Fig. 1. A human agent attempts to exit the building in an emergency evacuation scenario (right), lacking knowledge about the fires. SPEAR leverages
semantic updates using predicates (left) to produce optimal behavior.

via a Partially Observable Markov Decision Process, and 3)
it provides natural language explanations to facilitate reward
function repair, improving task comprehension.
Through a between-subjects user study, we evaluated the viability and effectiveness of RARE using a collaborative colorbased sudoku game, where users teamed with an autonomous
robotic arm. The experiment compared two study conditions
varying by the content provided during a robot interruption.
The control consisted of a simple indication that the user
is about to make a mistake leading to task failure, while
the justification condition contained additional information
explaining the reason for the future failure.
We found statistically significant support across subjective
measures to validate the hypothesis that participants found
robots more helpful, useful, and intelligent when they provide
justifications. Objectively, we observed more game terminations (irreversible mistakes) during the control condition than
the justification condition (80% vs. 20%). Our exit survey
showed that people did not trust the robot when it intervened
without further explanation (e.g., the reason for game termination), indicating justification is likely necessary when a robot
corrects users or recommends alternate actions.
One-shot Policy Elicitation via Semantic Explanations.
RARE corrects a single instance of suboptimal human action
at a time, which can be tedious and time-consuming for
human collaboration. Furthermore, RARE does not consider
the recipient’s world model, leading to the generation of uninterpretable explanations. Consider an emergency evacuation
scenario, where an agent is tasked with guiding people safely
out of a building. Someone visiting for the first time may not

know how to change their evacuation plan when told, “There’s
a fire near Conference Room 3”, but may be able to adapt their
plan if told “the north half of the building is on fire”.
Thus, we proposed Single-shot Policy Explanation for
Augmenting Rewards (SPEAR) [23], a novel optimization
algorithm that uses semantic explanations derived from combinations of planning predicates to augment agents’ reward functions, driving their policies to exhibit more optimal behavior.
Predicates are pre-defined boolean state classifiers (as found
in traditional STRIPS planning [9]) with associated string
explanations, as shown in Figure 1-left. Prior work solves
natural language generation as a set cover problem to find the
smallest logical expression of predicates, but their solution
is of exponential runtime, preventing its use in most realworld problems [11]. We solve the minimum set cover using a
novel integer programming formulation and policy elicitation
to improve the collaborator’s task performance (Figure 1).
We experimentally validated our algorithm’s policy elicitation capabilities in two practically grounded applications:
1) a robotic cleaning task, and 2) an emergency evacuation
scenario. The first scenario validated the live deployment of
SPEAR within two robotic agents, where one agent needs
to correct the policy of a second robotic agent to prevent it
from removing specific items during a pick and place task.
The second task analyzed the performance of SPEAR on both
stochastic and deterministic domains (Figure 1). Our approach
outperforms prior work [11] by multiple orders of magnitude.
B. Visual Explanations
Descriptive and Prescriptive Visual Guidance.
Semantic explanations are not well suited for certain scenarios, especially those involving high uncertainty, requiring the portrayal of multiple competent hypotheses as plans
change based on new observed information (i.e., partially
observable domains). For these continually evolving domains,
visual information representation is ideal [8], motivating our
subsequent work on AR-based visual guidance called MARS
(Min-entropy Algorithm for Robot-supplied Suggestions) [24].
MARS consists of a planning algorithm for uncertain
environments, informing the generation of proactive visual
recommendations. Environmental uncertainty is characterized
as a dynamically-updating probability mass function (PMF),
a common practice across various classes of search task
[12, 5, 13]. The PMF serves as a shared utility function
common to all agents (both human and autonomous), providing insight into the agent’s policy. This PMF is utilized
by two separate Markov Decision Processes (MDPs); one
for autonomous agents, and another for generating assistive
guidance for the human teammate. MARS solves both of
these MDPs via online reinforcement learning to get optimal
policies for autonomous agents and action recommendations
for human teammates respectively. We also provided a characterization of two distinct AR-based visual guidance modalities:
prescriptive guidance (visualizing recommended actions) and
descriptive guidance (visualizing state space information to aid
in decision-making), as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2.
AR-based visual guidance: prescriptive guidance - arrows and
pins (left), descriptive guidance - an environmental heatmap (middle), and
a combination of both (right) in an Minesweeper-inspired domain

We evaluated the utility of our visual guidance modalities
and the effectiveness of the MARS algorithm through a withinsubjects human study using a human-robot collaborative analogue of the PC game Minesweeper, played using a HoloLens
2 AR headset. Participants experienced three conditions based
on the type of visual guidance given to the human teammate as
informed by sensor readings from a virtual drone: 1) prescriptive guidance, 2) descriptive guidance, and 3) a combination
of prescriptive and descriptive guidance (Figure 2). We found
statistical significance supporting our hypothesis that combining visual insight into environmental uncertainty (descriptive
guidance) with robot-provided action suggestions (prescriptive
guidance) improved trust, interpretability, and performance,
and made human collaborators more independent.
III. F UTURE W ORK
In the MARS study, some participants disliked when the
system’s recommendation exhibited unexpected behavior (e.g.,
a sudden path change). These inexplicable recommendations
resulted from policy optimization within an uncertain environment. People viewed this emergent behavior as confusing
and unconfident, expressing the desire to receive explanations
when this happens, echoing previous findings [7]. Our subsequent research will attempt to address this challenge via
visual counterfactual justifications. Counterfactuals are an xAI
technique demonstrating how specific changes to the inputs
of known models would lead to output classification changes
[14, 17]. These explanations can provide context about internal
model reasoning to users, leading to usefulness for model
debugging and failure recovery [16, 10, 4, 25].
Similarly, we noticed some people in the study over-trusted
the guidance (taking its suggestions to be inherently correct),
while others under-trusted it (frequently ignoring good advice).
The exit interviews indicated that people did not have an
appropriate idea of judging the quality of recommendations,
leading to variable perceived system reliability. Therefore,
we are working on different formulations of justification to
help users appropriately assess robot recommendations for
mitigating over- and under-trust (e.g., semantically indicating
likelihood) [15]. Simultaneously, we are developing an algorithmic framework that can incorporate these explanations,
leveraging SPEAR and MARS within uncertain domains to
improve reliance and trust in human-robot teaming scenarios.
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